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From the Office of the President-- 
 
Hello fellow turners,  how about that demo from Kirk DeHeer?  I 
heard many positive comments during the raffle and pizza.  I 
along with others were amazed at the surface finish of the square 
bowl that was right off the tool!   
Next month at the June 10th meeting Joe Peacock will be 
demonstrating how he turns flower pots and the wooden 
flowers.  It'll be something new and very informative.  
Remember that we don't hold a meeting in July so let's have a 
great show and tell at the next meeting. 
Take care to all and remember to turn safe!! 
 



We are making the application for membership to Southern Utah Woodturners available on our 
website as well as including with the newsletter mailing as a separate attachment. Please mail 
form, with dues check  ($30) for 2022, to Glenn Pearson at the address on the application so he may 
update our records for the membership roster. 
  

The demo of the month: Kirk DeHeer Turning a myrtle bowl with square sides 

Kirk discussed safety. His 
glasses have side shields. He 
does not have jewelery on his 
hands or arms. Wax on the 
wood makes the floor slippery. 
Water on the floor helps. He 
discussed a variety of tools. He 
uses a Oneway wormscrew in 
his Vicmark chuck. He also 

Vicmark chucks holding the best with the smallest 
holding feature and why. He put blue tape on the tool 
rest so he knew where the corners of the blank were 
spinning. He used pull cuts to remove most of the 
wood. He used push cuts for the final cuts. Standard 
tool rest height is where the tip of the tool is at center 
when the tool is horizontal. The diameter of the tenon 
matching the original diameter of the chuck jaws 
before they are cut into four jaws will give the best 

as finish cuts. He used a negative rake scraper with very light cuts when the wood was to thin to use a 
gouge. RPM does have an effect on the smoothness of a curve just like driving a car. 
Moving the tool rest up or down also can change the smoothness of cutting a curve. For chuck holding 
put jaw one at 12 oclock, jaw two at 3 oclock, jaw three at 6 oclock and jaw four at 9 oclock. That also 
helps to rechuck a turning accurately. A 50 degree bevel bowl gouges will cut a deeper bowl than the 
40/40 grind. Traditional grind bowl gouges, 70 to 80 degrees with no wings cut the bottom of a bowl 

Instead of trying the turn the 
center of a bowl perfect and 
risk cutting a small divot, stop 
the lathe and sand it flat with 
220 grit. You need to 
retighten your chuck 
occassionally, wood 
compresses. Kirk also made 
interesting comments during 



Lavar Bradley with a segmented vase, 
segemented bowl and red cedar platter 

Show & Tell 

Leon Olson with a square skew, a 
Richard Findley challenge skew 
turned tree and two eggs   

Ken Kofoed with a gap segmented vase, a 
gap segmented bowl with curve template 
and a dyed tamarisk vase 



 
 

Jerry Keller with a Spectraply pepper 
mill, a multi colored platter, a man in 
a maze basket weave platter and an 
aspen basket weave platter 



Joe Peacock with two cups with handles, a cat, a mouse, a 
spalted apple vase with flowers, a honey pot, a tamarisk 
natural edge bowl, multi axis male and  female figurines 



Roger Bender with an ash bowl 

Don Wilson with a resin globe diorama cast 
onto a maple base and turned 

Jeff Blonder with two square bowls and 
a large square segmented vessel 



GALLERY 

Ken Kofoed gap 
segmented 
vase, dyed 
tamarisk vase, 
gap segmented 

Jerry Keller 
Spectraply 

Leon Olson square skew 
Richard Findley tree and 
egg challenges 



Jerry Keller man in a maze basket weave platter and basket weave aspen platter 



Jerry Keller multi color 
dyed platter 

Lavar Bradley  
segmented bowl, 
segemented vase and 
red cedar platter 



Joe Peacock two cups with handles, honey pot, 
tamarisk natural edge bowl, multi axis male and 
female figurines, cat, mouse and a spalted apple 



Jeff Blonder two square edge 
bowls and a lidded segmented 
square vessel 

Don Wilson  resin globe 
diorama cast onto a maple 



 

 

TIPS AND TRICKS 
LEON OLSON MAY 2023 









Dedicated to promoting woodturning in Southern Utah through 
educational demos, classes & fellowship between members. 

"Learning Through Turning" 

Turn Often & Turn Safe 

 Meeting the 2nd Saturday of each month  

Visit our  website at : 
htpps://www.southernutahwoodturners.com        Email-- suwtclub@gmail.com 

WHY WE LIVE IN SOUTHERN UTAH 

Attendees to regular  meeting May, 2023 

Gayle Adams, Will Arcularius, Steve Ashworth, Jared Barlow (student), Lavar Bradley, Bob 
Belkowski, Roger Bender, Jeff Blonder,  Karl Bradshaw, Joe Delong, Les Gray, Ross Henshaw, Chad 
Humphries, Sunny Johnson (student), Jerry Keller, Ken Kofoed, George Mason, Karl McMullin, Leon 
Olson, Joe Peacock, Glen Pearson, Jim Pope, Ken Ragsdale, Mike Russell, Don Smith, Bill Vincent, 
Eric Walker, Don Wilson.    
 
Guests: Steve Bento; Lauren Christensen; Brant Jensen; Oscar Jimenez; Owen Mayes. 

Hiking Queen’s Garden and Navajo Loop Trails, Bryce Canyon National Park 

   Glen Pearson Photos 



ITEMS FOR SALE BY MEMBERS 
Please submit items for sale to Leon Olson (leonolson@aol.com)before the 15th of the month to be included 

in the newsletter. Include SUWT Newsletter in the title of the email 

 
FOR SALE 
     
 
 



Mike's repair is not far from Canyon View High 
School but it is on the north side of the freeway. 
There is a road under the freeway from the school. 
The website is            mikestool.com       
You need to be careful to get it exact. There is 
another website that is one letter different. 

Motion Industries is near Costco. They sell 
belts and bearings among other things.  This 
location is a sales office but they gets things 
quickly. 










